A method for the quantitative determination of the current density distribuion in cells with a three plane parallel electrode arrangement is proposed. It is shown that the current density distribution can be determined using the data obtained by simple polarization measurements. The relation to the Haring-Blum cell with P = 2 is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In an electrochemical cell with plane parallel electrodes, the current density is higher at the edge than at the center of the electrode. This phenomenon is considered in this series of papers in order to promote a new method of the determination of the current density distribution. In parts I 1 and II 2 of this series the results of widely performed experimental investigations are presented since other papers deal with the interpretation of them. The purpose of this note is to show the possibility of the quantitative determination of the current density distribution using the results of the polarization measurements, as well as the possibility of calculation of it using the kinetic parameters data. The analysis of current density distribution is given for a cell with a three plane parallel electrodes arrangement, using the results obtained in cells with two plane parallel electrodes from Ref. 1 .
The cell with a three plane parallel electrode arrangement is presented in Fig. 1 . The current density distribution in the cell shown in Fig. 1 can be easily determined by polarization measurements in cells with two plane parallel electrodes. For example, the diagrams from Figs. 4 -7, Ref. 1, permit the determination of the values of the current densities on the cathodes at four different distances from the anode and different electrode edges -cell side walls distance at different cell voltages.
The current density -cell voltage dependencies can also be calculated 2 using the equation
where U is the cell voltage, h a and h c are the anodic and cathodic overpotentials, r is the resistivity of the solution, j is the current density in the homogenous field and l is the interelectrode distance. L' in Eq. 
It is equal to the half interelectrode distance only in the case of total Ohmic con-
On the contrary, if
L instead L' should be substituted into Eq. Obviously, the interecepts represent the difference of anodic and cathodic overpotentials for selected values of current density, and the resistivity of the electrolyte can be determined from corresponding slopes, which are given in Table I . Table I . The calculated L' is marked by a thin vertical line on the current density/electrode edge -side wall distance dependencies in Figs. 3 -6 .
In a previous paper the validity of Eqs. (1) and (2) was tested in the following way: using Eq. (2) and literature kinetic parameters data L' was calculated for different electrochemical cells and the polarization curves were calculated using Eq. (1). The agreement between calculated and measured polarization curves was fair, but this procedure permits the more direct proff of validity of Eq. (2).
Hence, Eq. (2) Besides, the Ohmic voltage drop for each case can be determined as the difference between cell voltage and the intercept values. It follows from Using Eqs. (1) and (2) and the h a -h c and r values from Table I, It can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9 that the agreement between the calculated and measured values is very good. In this way a method for the calculation of L', and, hence, the edge current density is verified, as well as the possibility of the calculation of cell voltage -current density dependencies.
The current density distribution in the cell shown in Fig. 1 is determined by the j n /j f ratio. It is obvious that 1£ j n /j f £ 2
because 1 corresponds to a completely even distribution and 2 to a primary distribution.
For selected U and L values the j n /j f ratios can be calculated using measured values of current densities (j n /j f ) m = n m from Figs. 4 and 5 and calculated ones (j n /j f ) c = n c from Figs. 8 and 9. It can be seen from Table II that the agreement between the ratios j n /j f obtained using measured and calculated values of current densities is very good, meaning that the current density distribution in cells like that in Fig. 1 can be precisely determined using Eqs. (1) and (2) and data obtained by simple polarization measurements, or even literature kinetic parameters data. According to Haring and Blum, 5 the throwing power T is given by
where P = l far / l near and M = (Dm near ) / (Dm far )
where l far and l near are cathode-anode distance, respectively, and Dm far and Dm near are the weight of deposit on the far and the near cathode, respectively. Assuming that the current efficiency is approximately the same, j instead Dm can be used in Eq. (9). The analysis given in this paper is performed for the cell in which the electrode edges do not touch the cell side walls. Obviously, the Haring-Blum cell is described if L = 0 in Eq. (1). Typical Haring-Blum throwing power cells have P = 5, i.e., the far cathode is 5 times further from the anode than near cathode, or P = 2. It should be noted that the electrode edges in Haring-Blum cells touch the cell side walls, and that current densities required in Eqs. (8) Opisan je metod kvantitativnog odre|ivawa raspodele gustine struje u }elijama sa tri planparalelne elektrode. Pokazano je da se raspodela gustine struje mo`e odrediti na osnovu jednostavnih polarizacionih merewa. Razmatrana je i veza sa }elijom Haringa i Bluma za P = 2.
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